
HEALTH IT ISSUES NEAR-TERM AND LONG-TERM
ONE-YEAR GOAL                                                                                                 BROADER GOAL

BIOTERRORISM

PERSONAL
HEALTH RECORD

ELECTRONIC

HEALTH RECORD

CHRONIC CARE

Capability to transmit essential doctor and emergency
room visit and lab result data in standard and anonymized
format to public health agencies within 24 hours

Deploy prepopulated electronic registrations and
medication histories available to target populations

Deploy standard and secure means of accessing lab
results and their interpretations

Widespread use of secure messaging between
patient and provider to track such chronic conditions
as diabetes and asthma

Implement real-time nationwide public health
event monitoring and rapid-response man-
agement system

Adoption of personal health record that is easy
to use, portable and affordable

Widespread adoption of electronic health record

Technologies to let providers monitor and
assess patients and provide for communications
between providers about patients.

AHIC sets dates for health IT pilots
FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Each pilot of systems for personal health records, bioterrorism information, electronic health records and chronic care must follow this action plan this year

BY JUNE 30
ä Identify current government and business

policies that need to be changed or new
policies that are required

ä Consider privacy issues
ä Review relevant standards architecture

and certification criteria and make recom-
mendations to AHIC

BY MARCH 30
ä Identify existing technologies

that can be rapidly deployed
ä Identify local, state and fed-

eral agencies, and private
groups needed to support
the technologies

ä Detail a timeline to complete
milestones

BY SEPTEMBER 30
ä Recommend deployment targets

and models
ä Develop education and aware-

ness plan
ä Identify a timetable to transition

from early components to more
comprehensive use versions

BY DECEMBER 31
ä Implement pilot and recommend

rollout plan for the early compo-
nent versions

ä Evaluate progress toward com-
prehensive use versions

 


